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Sam

I’ve always been drawn to bright, rich colors and their ability to tell 
stories. It was my goal to share our new collection through artful 
images stripped from industry convention and more than ever
I felt it was the perfect time to collaborate with a long time friend,
Grant Cornett. He has a special talent for capturing moments that 
create mood with unforgettable color, texture and light.

We set out to explore still life with a sense of surrealism and 
abstraction in it’s execution. Our signature green needed a world 
that would compliment in the most unconventional way possible.

Props were selected to highlight our 100% natural fragrances and 
active botanicals, while other obscure objects suggest benefits. 
Grant has a rare ability to mix these different worlds that would 
normally contradict.

Our portraits reveal everything, even the unique flaws that shape 
one’s character. Skin is enhanced with moisture rather than 
masking with a lot of make-up, Hair is styled naturally, unfussy
and intentional.

I hope you enjoy.

Letter from
Founder
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The Collection 
WASHES
SUMMER WASH
WINTER WASH

MULTI-PURPOSE
EVERYDAY TONIC

STYLING & FINISHING
MINERAL SPRAY
STYLING CREAM
HYBRID CLAY
TEXTURE PASTE
STRONG POMADE

Fellow stands for the union of styling and barbering. Historically, there’s been an unnecessary 
disconnect between these industries. Since the opening of our first shop in NYC’s Lower East 
Side, our mission has been to bring together the methods, skills and talent of both industries 
to create the best service and environments possible. This commitment impacts the way we 
think, the language we speak, and the exploration of all our creative.

The evolution of Fellow comes to life in a collection of professional-grade products that mirror 
our forward-thinking brand ethos. Our products are made in America to meet the needs of 
both men and women globally. At the core of our formulation philosophy, we first look to nature 
and how it can positively impact our hair, skin and everyday lives. Formula design begins with 
basic natural ingredients that we eat, that we smell outside and, many times, use on our bodies 
in their purest form. But the real magic happens when we enhance these formulas with new 
technology to help botanicals perform at their best, safely. All Fellow products are paraben 
free, sulfate free, include 100% natural fragrances, and are never tested on animals.

Enjoy Fellow at home or at your favorite barbershop, salon or spa.

The Story



Understanding how your hair and scalp react to the 

seasons is the first step in preventive and restorative hair 

care. Dry hair and loss of your natural oils visibly impacts 

hair/scalp health. Your hair type is constant but your hair 

health changes with the rise and fall in temperatures and 

humidity. Fellow Summer Wash and Winter Wash enable 

you to target personal needs versus outdated hair care 

routines that can be ineffective and excessive. When it’s 

hot, we Summer Wash. When it’s cold, we Winter Wash.

Our products smell real because they are real.

They’re scented with 100% natural essentials oils 

extracted from herbs, trees, fruits, flowers and other 

plants that remind us of Northern California’s coastal 

Redwoods and Southern California’s citrus orchards.

Stop 
Shampooing.  
Start
Washing.

The Outdoors
In A Bottle
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SUMMER WASH
Cleanse & Balance 

If you’re in the habit of washing daily, we got you 
covered. If you’re super active during the sunny 
months, you’re all set too. Or if you prefer to only 
wash every so often, we can relate. This sulfate-free 
formula is designed to effectively wash hair and 
scalp while nourishing. Ingredients from nature let 
you do it your way without stripping and coating.  
Good for all scalp and hair types during any season.

Alcohol Free / Paraben Free / Sulfate Free /
100% Natural Fragrance / Never Tested On Animals

6.7 Fl. Oz. / $26

EVERYDAY TONIC
Purify & Restore  

Light but corrective problem-solver with an 
astringent base infused with hardworking
botanicals. Originally designed for skin then
adopted by professional stylists because of the 
multi-use proprietary formula that removes 
surface residue, preps for styling and provides 
a quick pick-me-up throughout the day. Good for 
all skin and hair types.  

Alcohol Free / Paraben Free / Sulfate Free /
100% Natural Fragrance / Never Tested On Animals

6.7 Fl. Oz. / $25

“Low foam hair and       
 scalp(daily) detox.”

 “Anytime-anywhere
  skin & hair repair.”

WINTER WASH
Cleanse & Moisturize

If you’re feeling dry, it’s no surprise. Most of us
have been trained to over-wash and hide

damaged hair behind conditioners. And if you like 
the outdoors during the winter months, your hair 
and scalp are probably drying out from the harsh 

elements and hot showers. This non-foaming 
formula is designed to wash hair and scalp with 

essential oils and botanical cleansers while
repairing the lackluster. Good for all skin and hair 
types during any season in need of serious help.

Paraben Free / Sulfate Free /
100% Natural Fragrance / Never Tested On Animals

6.7 Fl. Oz. / $30

 “Hair revival starts now.” 
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MINERAL SPRAY
Medium Hold & Natural Finish  

Effortless volume, texture and definition. 
A blend of sea salt and mineral-rich algae 
gives hair a fresh-from-the-waves look while 
strengthening. No sticky residue or straw-like 
mess. Good for all hair types in need of a lift.

Water Soluble / Alcohol Free / Paraben Free /
Sulfate Free / 100% Natural Fragrance /
Never Tested On Animals

6.7 Fl. Oz. / $28

“Surf hair in seconds.”

HYBRID CLAY
Medium Hold & Matte Finish   

Everything you like about clay but without
the drag. The perfect combo of oil and water 
makes this buildable mud easy to separate, 
shape and mold hair into place. 

Water Soluble / Paraben Free /
Sulfate Free / 100% Natural Fragrance /
Never Tested On Animals

1.5 Fl. Oz. / $25

“Always in control.”

05STYLING CREAM
Light Hold & Natural Finish

 

An essential for the casual and loose.  
Conditioning botanicals instantly give

clean hair a lived-in look with just
enough hold to be a crowd pleaser

for short, mid and long hair styles. 

Water Soluble / Paraben Free /
Sulfate Free / 100% Natural Fragrance /

Never Tested On Animals

3.5 Fl. Oz. / $25

2-day dirty.” 
“The right kind of



FELLOWBARBER.COM

Always
The

Right
Wavelength
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TEXTURE PASTE
Medium Hold & Semi-Matte Finish  

A combo of styling technology and
botanicals make this flexible paste
perfect for all day restyling.

Water Soluble / Paraben Free /
Sulfate Free / 100% Natural Fragrance /
Never Tested On Animals

1.36 Oz. / $25

“High on texture…”

STRONG POMADE
Firm Hold & Shiny Finish

 

Define, sculpt and slick with this totally
water-soluble pomade. From classic short 

styles to the slicked back wet look, this formula 
gives an assertive hold to even the most out of 

control hair types.

Water Soluble / Paraben Free /
Sulfate Free / 100% Natural Fragrance /

Never Tested On Animals

this stuff has grip!”
“Hold on,
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GRANT CORNETT   Photographer

AMY ELISE WILSON   Prop Stylist / Set Designer

ANDREA, PAT & ASHLEY  Fellow Hair & Make-up Session Team

CASSANDRA Production Assistant

Thank you 


